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Abstract

We construct an elliptic curve over Q with non-trivial 2-torsion
point and rank exactly equal to 15.

1 Introduction

Let E be an elliptic curve over Q. By Mordell’s theorem, E(Q) is a finitely
generated abelian group. This means that E(Q) ' E(Q)tors × Zr. By
Mazur’s theorem, we know that E(Q)tors is one of the following 15 groups:
Z/nZ with 1 ≤ n ≤ 10 or n = 12, Z/2Z× Z/2mZ with 1 ≤ m ≤ 4.

On the other hand, we do not know what values of rank r are possible
for elliptic curves over Q. The ”folklore” conjecture is that a rank can be
arbitrary large, but at present only an example of elliptic curve with rank
≥ 24 is known [10]. There is even a stronger conjecture that, for any of 15
possible torsion groups T , we have B(T ) = ∞, where

B(T ) = sup{rank E(Q) : torsion group of E over Q is T}.

It follows from results of Montgomery [13] and Atkin-Morain [1] that
B(T ) ≥ 1 for all torsion groups T . Womack [16] proved that B(T ) ≥ 2 for
all T , while Dujella [5] proved that B(T ) ≥ 3 for all T . The best known
lower bounds for B(T ) can be found at [5].

In the present paper, we describe the construction of an elliptic curve
over Q with a nontrivial 2-torsion point whose rank is exactly equal to 15.
This gives the current record for the rank of curves with nontrivial torsion,
and also the highest example of the rank of an elliptic curve which is known
exactly (not only a lower bound for rank). It improves previous records due
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to Kretschmer [8] (rank = 10), Schneiders & Zimmer [15] (rank = 11) and
Fermigier [6] (rank = 14).

In the above notation, we have

Theorem 1 B(Z/2Z) ≥ 15.

2 Fermigier’s construction

In [6], Fermigier constructed an elliptic curve over Q(t), of rank at least
8, with a point of order 2. By specialization, he obtained an elliptic curve
over Q whose rank is equal to 14. In [9], Kulesz and Stahlke obtained the
same results by another construction. Both constructions are variants of
the construction of Mestre [12]. In [7], Kihara improved Fermigier’s result
by constructing an elliptic curve over Q(t) with a non-trivial 2-torsion point
and rank ≥ 9.

Our construction of the curve with rank = 15 will start with Fermigier’s
family of curves with rank ≥ 8. Thus, let us describe Fermigier’s construc-
tion.

Let x1, x2, . . . , x8 be rational numbers such that

x2
1 + x2

2 = x2
3 + x2

4 = x2
5 + x2

6 = x2
7 + x2

8 = s. (1)

Define the polynomial

p(x) = (x− x1)(x− x2) · · · (x− x8).

We can write the polynomial q(x) = p(x)p(−x) as q(x) = g2(x) − r(x),
where g is a polynomial of degree 8 and r is an even polynomial of degree
at most 4.

Let us consider the curve

C : y2 = r(x) = r4x
4 + r2x

2 + r0.

It has at least 32 rational points, namely (±xi,±g(xi)) for i = 1, . . . , 8. If we
choose (x1, g(x1)) as the origin, then we find that the curve C is birationally
equivalent to the elliptic curve E given by

E : y2 = x3 + Ax2 + Bx,

where A = −r2/2 and B = (a2− r0r4)/4. The point (0, 0) is 2-torsion point
on E, while the images of the points (−x1, g(x1)), (xi, g(xi), i = 2, . . . , 8 are
8 independent points of infinite order on E.
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We can also express A and B in terms of x1, . . . , x8:

A =
−s

16

∏
ε

(
x2

1x
2
2 + ε1x

2
3x

2
4 + ε2x

2
5x

2
6 + ε3x

2
7x

2
8

)
,

where ε runs over all triples (ε1, ε2, ε3) such that εi ∈ {1,−1} and ε1 + ε2 +
ε3 = −1, and

B =
A

128s

∏
δ

(
x2

1 + δ1x
2
3 + δ2x

2
5 + δ3x

2
7 + S(δ)

)
,

where δ runs over all triples (δ1, δ2, δ3) such that δi ∈ {1,−1} and where
S(δ) = −s(1 + δ1 + δ2 + δ3)/2.

3 A curve with rank = 15

In order to satisfy the relation (1), we will assume that s is a positive in-
teger of the form s = p1p2p3, where p1, p2, p3 are primes which are ≡ 1
(mod 4) (the similar idea was used in [9]). Then there exist positive inte-
gers a, b, . . . , f , such that p1 = a2 + b2, p2 = c2 + d2, p3 = e2 + f2, and we
may take

x1 = e(ac + bd) + f(ad− bc), x2 = f(ac + bd)− e(ad− bc),
x3 = e(ac + bd)− f(ad− bc), x4 = f(ac + bd) + e(ad− bc),
x5 = e(ac− bd) + f(ad + bc), x6 = f(ac− bd)− e(ad + bc),
x7 = e(ac− bd)− f(ad + bc), x8 = f(ac− bd) + e(ad + bc).

Let us denote the elliptic curve obtained by this construction by Ep1,p2,p3 .

For an elliptic curve E over Q, and a prime number p, we put ap =
ap(E) = p + 1− |E(Fp)|. For a fixed integer N , we define

S(N,E) =
∑

p≤N, p prime

(
1− p− 1

|E(Fp)|

)
log(p) =

∑
p≤N, p prime

−ap + 2
p + 1− ap

log(p).

It is experimentally known (see [11], [14]) that we may expect that high
rank curves have large S(N,E). In [2], some arguments were given which
show that the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture gives support to this
idea.

We apply the above idea to the family of elliptic curves

{Ep1,p2,p3 : 5 ≤ p1 < p2 < p3 < 2000}.
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We search for curves E = Ep1,p2,p3 in this family satisfying S(523, E) > 30,
S(1979, E) > 40, S(3559, E) > 50 and S(7907, E) > 69.

We found 120 curves satisfying these conditions, and we computed the
rank (or at least an upper bound for the rank) for all of them. In that way,
we found 5 curves with rank equal to 14 and one curve with rank equal to
15.

rank s = p1p2p3

15 1134231997 = 829 · 881 · 1553
14 16657049 = 29 · 613 · 937
14 23246533 = 89 · 149 · 1753
14 71531609 = 53 · 1109 · 1217
14 128675609 = 193 · 653 · 1021
14 642455533 = 293 · 1373 · 1597

Perhaps it is interesting to mention that the curve which corresponds to
s = 134930249 = 113 · 1069 · 1117 has 2-Selmer rank 16, but its rank is only
12.

In the computation of the ranks, we used Cremona’s programs MWRANK
[4]. This program uses 2-descent (via 2-isogeny if possible) to determine the
rank of an elliptic curve E over Q. Originally, we computed the rank of
the curve with rank = 15 ”by hand”, using Connell’s package APECS [3]
and Stoll’s program RATPOINTS. The author is grateful to Professor John
Cremona for the information that the version of MWRANK which uses
multiprecision real arithmetic is capable to compute the rank of this curve.

Let us give few more details about the record curve with rank = 15. The
corresponding xi’s from Fermigier’s construction:

x1 = 30906, x2 = 13381, x3 = 22534, x4 = 25029,

x5 = 32166, x6 = −9979, x7 = 794, x8 = 33669.

The equation in minimal Weierstrass form:

y2 + xy + y = x3 + 34318214642441646362435632562579908747x

+ 3184376895814127197244886284686214848599453811643486936756

Torsion points:
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O, [−55741267008740887705/4, 55741267008740887701/8]

Independent points of infinite order:

P1 = [−5955399047526089895,−52619192486073556789679851928],
P2 = [4996845231479851005, 58996807068911558580932032822],
P3 = [−13155206566829859045,−21360729170232157127198638028],
P4 = [5982316535030750730, 60031451151089353115173694947],
P5 = [3520990345094746477605, 208928587539794577855401843236822],
P6 = [−149780582516304339030/289,

−276460561394858085500066301116014/4913],
P7 = [5537764707520796477505/256,

485495189997228202630782626087287/4096],
P8 = [10379720384859947873670/529,

1299762167535132813050160826170149/12167],
P9 = [3607902715536254330407755/36481,

6876286874413935169019164791798028712/6967871],
P10 = [575451914344737045120/18769,

145126149873708232941281933935318916/2571353],
P11 = [−635343181823720560310/81,

−35955391603910411255538526302302/729],
P12 = [385275433846822770303250/9,

239142619084196570639847351097336094/27],
P13 = [11630065797764473356485380/349281,

41921913401808378926412528792277717237/206425071],
P14 = [2130862087205394565011555/206116,

6377017660319811010371576798520557433/93576664],
P15 = [361886218060793196368152192851/82159049956,

1377397812507014979022748799194701395570639671/23549577125088104]
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